Hip & Ridge 12
ridge cap shingles

IKO’s Hip & Ridge 12 in a “pre-tapered” format
is a cut above our current ridge cap shingles.

Hip & Ridge 12
ridge cap shingles

Introducing the latest generation of IKO’s Hip & Ridge 12 saving you more time, money, material and labor
costs than ever on your projects! It’s a cut above our current ridge cap shingles.
Until now, you’ve had to separate our perforated shingle strips into individual cap pieces, then trim them on an angle before you could
properly install them to protect those vulnerable hip and ridge areas. It can take a lot of time, waste material and really
slow the job down.
Once the Hip & Ridge 12 “pre-tapered” format pieces have been separated at the perforations, your installer can start applying them
immediately. No more cutting on-site.

This little change makes a BIG difference. Here’s why:
• It’s quicker. Less time means more money in your pocket!
		 Lightweight and perforated with a pre-cut tapered headlap to give you 3 perfectly sized pieces, each 12” (300 mm) wide.
		 By spending less time cutting, you’ll save on labor costs. Now you can improve the roofline and your bottom line!
• It’s safer. Everyone benefits from a tidier job site!
		Because the pieces are pre-trimmed, your installers won’t be slipping or tripping over cut scraps of shingle. Homeowners will
		 appreciate a cleaner job site, too. Plus, a bundle of our new Hip & Ridge 12 weighs almost 5 lb less than the current format,
		 so it’s lighter to carry up to the roof and easier to handle.
• It looks better. Get great-looking results every time, in less time!
		No more uneven cuts. Because these cap shingles are pre-tapered, your installers will be able to follow straighter application
		 lines more consistently. If the profile requires dimensional depth, simply use a double layer, as before.

Perforated pieces can be more easily separated when the shingles are cooler,
so on hot days, separate the pieces early in the morning.

Installation Instructions
•
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		
		
•
		

Separate Hip & Ridge 12 shingles into thirds, using the
perforation marks as a guide (see Diagram 1).
These shingles are designed for a 5–1/8” (130 mm) exposure.
(For a neater appearance, the top of each side of each piece has
been factory trimmed on a 1” (25 mm) taper (see Diagram 2)).
Bend each piece over the hip or ridge, and nail 5–5/8” (143 mm)
12-1/4"
above the butt edge, 1” (25 mm) in from each edge, exposing
(311 mm)
each piece 5–1/8” (130 mm).
Apply hip pieces starting at the lower end of the hip,
working up toward the ridge. On hip roofs, apply ridge pieces
starting at each end, meeting in the middle.
On gable roofs, apply ridge pieces starting at the end opposite
to the prevailing wind direction and continue to the other end.
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		 Note: To obtain a three-dimensional effect, (which is
		 recommended, but not required), apply hip and ridge shingles double thickness by stacking
		 2 pieces on top of one another, the lower piece extending about 3/4” (19 mm) further than the top piece (see Diagram 2).
• The final shingle should be set in cement, and the exposed nail heads of the final shingle should be covered with cement.
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SPECIFICATIONS
Length

36" (914 mm)

Width

12-1/4" (311 mm)

Quantity per bundle

26 x 3 = 78

Coverage per bundle

33.3 lin. ft. (10.1 lin. m)

Miami-Dade approved. NOA # 11-0318.02 for product made in
Brampton or Toronto. Expiry date 05/19/16.
Note: All values shown are approximate.
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Hip & Ridge 12
ridge cap shingles

Available in colors that match our most popular Cambridge, Royal Estate,
Armourshake, and Crowne Slate Architectural shingles!
Color Availability: Cambridge/Cambridge AR

Dual Black

Charcoal Grey

Harvard Slate

Dual Grey

Dual Brown

Weatherwood

Driftwood

Aged Redwood

Earthtone Cedar

Riviera Red

Vintage Green

National Blue 1

Beachwood *

1

Blue granules may fade after extensive exposure to the sun’s ultraviolet rays.

* Only Available in Southeast USA.

Color Availability: Royal Estate

Shadow Slate

Harvest Slate

Mountain Slate

Taupe Slate

Weathered Stone*/Weatherwood

Chalet Wood

Color Availability: Armourshake

Shadow Black*/Dual Black

Greystone*/Charcoal Grey

Western Redwood*/Aged Redwood

Color Availability: Crowne Slate

Royal Granite

Regal Stone

Greystone Jade

*Please note that these Hip & Ridge 12 Cap Shingle colors are complementary blend matches and are not precise.

Save time and make your next roofing project easy on yourself.
Just ask for IKO’s Hip & Ridge 12 Cap Shingles, now in a pre-tapered format!

Find out more about our products now by talking to an IKO Sales Representative, your professional roofing
contractor or contact us directly at: United States 1-888-IKO-ROOF (1-888-456-7663), Canada 1-855-IKO-ROOF
(1-855-456-7663) or visit our web site at: www.iko.com
Note: The information in this literature is subject to change without notice. IKO assumes no responsibility for errors that may appear in this literature.
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